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Mutations in the GDAP1 gene cause different forms of Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT) disease, and the primary clin-
ical expression of this disease is markedly variable in the dominant inheritance form (CMT type 2K; CMT2K), in
which carriers of the GDAP1 p.R120W mutation can display a wide range of clinical severity. We investigated the
JPH1geneasageneticmodifierofclinicalexpressionvariabilitybecause junctophilin-1 (JPH1) isagoodpositional
and functional candidate. We demonstrated that the JPH1-GDAP1 cluster forms a paralogon and is conserved in
vertebrates. Moreover, both proteins play a role in Ca21 homeostasis, and we demonstrated that JPH1 is able to
restore the store-operated Ca21 entry (SOCE) activity in GDAP1-silenced cells. After the mutational screening of
JPH1 in a series of 24 CMT2K subjects who harbour the GDAP1 p.R120W mutation, we characterized the JPH1
p.R213P mutation in one patient with a more severe clinical picture. JPH1p.R213P cannot rescue the SOCE response
in GDAP1-silenced cells. We observed that JPH1 colocalizes with STIM1, which is the activator of SOCE, in endo-
plasmic reticulum-plasma membrane puncta structures during Ca21 release in a GDAP1-dependent manner.
However, when GDAP1p.R120W is expressed, JPH1 seems to be retained in mitochondria. We also established
that the combination of GDAP1p.R120W and JPH1p.R213P dramatically reduces SOCE activity, mimicking the effect
observed in GDAP1 knock-down cells. In summary, we conclude that JPH1 and GDAP1 share a common pathway
anddependoneachother; therefore,JPH1cancontribute to thephenotypicalconsequences ofGDAP1mutations.

INTRODUCTION

The most reliable and predictive factor of genetic disease is
the nature of the mutation responsible for the phenotype.
Quite often, correlating the phenotype to the genotype is com-
plicated by the complex interactions of the environment with
other primarily unidentified genetic factors. Mutations in the
ganglioside-induced differentiation-associated protein 1 (GDAP1)
gene cause different forms of Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT)
disease: autosomal recessive demyelinating [Charcot–Marie–
Tooth type 4A (CMT4A), MIM 214400] (1), axonal [autosomal
recessive Charcot–Marie–Tooth type 2K (AR-CMT2K), MIM

607831] (2), intermediate [recessive intermediate Charcot–
Marie–Tooth type A (RI-CMTA), MIM 608340] (3,4) and auto-
somal dominant axonal [Charcot– Marie – Tooth type 2K
(CMT2K), MIM 607831] (5). The clinical picture of CMT2K
patients presents a mild-to-moderate phenotype, and although
incomplete penetrance is generally rare in the context of CMT,
this possibility is not uncommon in autosomal dominant
GDAP1-associated neuropathies (6,7). Observing the pres-
ence of asymptomatic individuals who have an affected
parent, affected children, or both, and individuals with the
same pathological mutation who show wide clinical variability
is common.
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The GDAP1 gene maps on chromosome 8q21.1 (chromosome
8: 75,233,365–75,401,107; forward strand) and encodes a
protein belonging to a glutathione S-transferase enzyme subfam-
ily (8). GDAP1 is an outer mitochondrial membrane protein,
where this protein acts as a regulator of mitochondrial dynamics
(9,10), and is primarily expressed in neurons (11). Recently, we
found that GDAP1 deficiency induces anomalous distribution
of the mitochondrial network and affects Ca2+ homeostasis by
reducing store-operated Ca2+ entry (SOCE) (12).

To identify genetic modifiers of clinical expression vari-
ability, different strategies can be used, i.e. functional and/or
positional candidate genes. The junctophilin-1 (JPH1) gene
is close to the GDAP1 gene at 8q21.1 (chromosome 8:
75,146,935–75,233,563; reverse strand). Four junctophilin
genes (JPH1-4) are known in vertebrates and encode for a
family of junctional membrane complex (JMC) proteins,
which are highly conserved in evolution (13). The JPH proteins
contribute to the formation of JMCs in excitable cells by anchor-
ing the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the plasma membrane
(PM) or the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) to T-tubules in
muscle cells, where these structures play a role in controlling
intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis (13–17). JPH1 and JPH2 are
expressed in skeletal muscle (13,15), and their suppression
leads to SOCE activity disruption (17,18).

To explore the possibility that JPH1 nucleotide variants may
modify the disease phenotype in individuals with CMT2K, we
performed a mutational screening in the JPH1 gene in 24 carriers
of the GDAP1 p.R120W mutation. The characterization of
the JPH1 p.R213P mutation in one patient with a more severe
clinical picture led us to thoroughly investigate the relation
between JPH1 and GDAP1. These two proteins play a role in
Ca2+ homeostasis, and in the present report, we demonstrate
that JPH1, but not the p.R213P mutant, is able to rescue the
SOCE defects in GDAP1-silenced cells. The combination of
both mutated proteins dramatically reduces SOCE activity, re-
sembling the effect observed in GDAP1 knock-down (KD)
cells. Hence, the JPH1 p.R213P seems to act as a negative modi-
fier of the GDAP1 p.R120W mutation. On the basis of these find-
ings, we conclude that JPH1 and GDAP1 share a common
pathway in which JPH1 can act as a modifier of disease severity
in patients affected by a GDAP1-related CMT neuropathy.

RESULTS

JPH1-GDAP1 cluster forms a paralogon and is conserved
in vertebrates

The comparison of vertebrate GDAP1 orthologous regions
(Fig. 1A) showed that the organization of the JPH1-GDAP1
cluster is highly conserved. JPH1 and GDAP1 genes are close
and are disposed in opposite orientations, and this genomic
relation is conserved among vertebrate genomes. Moreover,
the same scenario is observed when comparing the paralogous
GDAP1L1 (ganglioside-induced differentiation-associated protein
1-like 1) locus, which is near the JPH2 gene (Fig. 1B). The
JPH2-GDAP1L1 syntenic cluster is also conserved among ver-
tebrate genomes. These data allow us to conclude that the
duplication of GDAP1-GDAP1L1 is linked to the JPH1-JPH2
duplication and both gene clusters constitute a highly conserved
paralogon in vertebrates.

Bacterial genes with a related function are organized into
operons. Blocks of genes that participate in the same process
have also been described in eukaryotic genomes (19–22).
Thus, JPH1 and GDAP1 have a role in the Ca2+ homeostasis,
and in fact, lacking GDAP1 and JPH1 lead to abnormal SOCE
processes (12,17). Taken as a whole, all these findings indicate
that JPH1 is a good positional and functional candidate to
modify GDAP1 function.

JPH1 is expressed in both skeletal muscle and neuronal
tissues

GDAP1 is primarily expressed in neurons (9), whereas JPH1 is
predominantly expressed in skeletal muscle (13). We analysed
Jph1 mRNA and protein in neuronal and muscle tissues of
adult mice to get more insight into its expression in the peripheral
nervous system, and we analysed the expression in primary
cultures of motor neuron and Schwann cell lines. We observed
that Jph1 is expressed in all the investigated tissues and in both
cell types (Fig. 1C). The western blot (WB) analysis indicated
that the Jph1 protein is abundantly expressed in skeletal
muscle, consistent with previous reports, and neuronal tissues
(Fig. 1D). Thus, Jph1 is also expressed in the central and periph-
eral nervous systems, similar to Gdap1, suggesting that both pro-
teins are present in the same neural tissues, and therefore,
alterations in both genes can modify Ca2+ homeostasis in the
same cell types and may contribute to the pathogenesis of this
disease.

To validate the previous findings, we analysed the presence of
JPH1 in cell lines derived from human tissues by WB. We
selected SH-SY5Y, which is a tumour cell line that originated
from neural crest cells; HeLa, which is a human epithelial carcin-
oma cell line; human fibroblasts; and rhabdomyosarcoma, which
is a human skeletal muscle sarcoma-derived cell line. We
detected protein in rhabdomyosarcoma, SH-SY5Y and HeLa
(Fig. 1E). Therefore, SH-SY5Y cells are an excellent model
for investigating the relation between these proteins because
JPH1 and GDAP1 are expressed in this cell line (9–11).

JPH1 variants in GDAP1 p.R120W-affected carriers

The mutation analysis of 24 carriers revealed two different muta-
tions in the JPH1 gene: c.638G.C (p.R213P) in one patient
from family fCMT-408 (Fig. 2A) and c.1870G.C (p.D624H)
in one patient from family fCMT-213 and in three affected
siblings from family fCMT-214 (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S1). Both nucleotide variants are annotated as single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the public databases (UCSC
Genome Browser, http://genome.ucsc.edu/; Ensembl, http://www.
ensembl.org/index.html; NCBI, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).
The c.638G.C alteration (rs201314759; minor allele fre-
quency, MAF, [G] , 0.01) is predicted as a damaging mutation
by both SIFT and PolyPhen-2 algorithms. No homozygous indi-
viduals for the uncommon allele are annotated in the consulted
databases. The c.1870G.C variant (rs16938828; MAF [G] ¼
0.01) is predicted as a tolerated mutation by both computational
tools. Only one individual from the European–American popu-
lation who is homozygous for the allele with minor frequency is
annotated.
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All JPH proteins contain eight membrane occupation and
recognition nexus (MORN) motifs clustered near the amino ter-
minus, followed by an a-helix domain and a carboxyl-terminus
transmembrane region (23,24). The p.R213P variant is placed in
the joining region, which is between the first six and the last two
MORN motifs, and might serve an accessory protein-binding
region; the p.D624H variant is close to the membrane-spanning
segment (Fig. 2B). These alterations may affect the interaction
with the PM or ER and, therefore, may prevent JMC stabilization.

The JPH1 p.R213P and GDAP1 p.R120W double carrier
shows a more severe clinical picture

Clinical pictures of families fCMT-213 and fCMT-214 were
thoroughly described by Sivera et al. (6) and correspond to fam-
ilies A and C, respectively, in that paper (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S1). Patients belonging to these two families show an axonal
neuropathy presenting a mild-to-moderate phenotype (Charcot–
Marie–Tooth neuropathy score, CMTNS, ranges from 5 to 21).

Clinical and electrophysiological data corresponding to family
fCMT-408 are shown inTables 1 and 2, respectively. The proband

(Fig. 2A, ID no. III:1) is affected by a moderate motor and sensory
neuropathy (CMTNS2 score of 9; 29 years old; Table1) withamy-
otrophy present in the posterior compartments of the legs and sole
muscles, and high-arched feet and claw toes. Nerve conduction
studies showed absent sensory nerve action potentials (SNAP)
on all the examined nerves and decreased compound muscle
action potentials (CMAPs) on posterior tibial nerves. Her
parents noticed that she was clumsy in sports before the age of
10; however, she was otherwise normal. At the age of 15, she
was unsteady when walking with high heel shoes and she was
aware that her feet were highly arched. The proband’s father
(Fig. 2A, ID no. II:4) and two carrier uncles (Fig. 2A, ID no.
II-1 and II-2) showed a very mild phenotype with low CMTNS2
scores (Table 1).

Proband’s muscle magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the
lower limbs showed high signal intensity on T1-weighted
images on gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, corresponding
with fatty substitution (Fig. 2C). In contrast, no changes were
observed in any affected relatives.

Sural nerve biopsy was performed on the proband and dis-
closed endoneural fibrosis and a severe reduction of myelinated

Figure 1. JPH1 and GDAP1 form a conserved paralogon, and their expression coincides in the nervous system. (A) Comparative genomics at the GDAP1 and
(B) GDAP1L1 loci in vertebrates. Orthologues of GDAP1 or GDAP1L1 are represented by black arrows, whereas orthologues of JPH1 or JPH2 are represented
by white arrows. Grey arrows represent other predicted genes. The organism names and chromosome/scaffold numbers are also shown. Scale bar represents
25 kb. (C) RT-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analyses of Jph1 mRNA expression in adult mice tissues. Jph1 expression was also evaluated in Schwann cell
and motor neuron cell cultures. Gapdh expression was included as a control for amplification. (D) WB analyses of the Jph1 protein in adult mice tissues and (E)
in human-derived cell lines. Murine Jph1 overexpression in SH-SY5Y cells was used as the positive control. Actin was used as the loading control.
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fibres, particularly those fibres with large diameters, with a fibre
density of 3559/mm2 (reference values, 8000–13 000/mm2)
(Fig. 2D). Unexpected neuropathological features of hyper-
trophic whorls and onion bulb (OB) formations were prominent
and discernible in all the fascicles. The morphological appear-
ance of these OB formations included the following: typical

OB formations, with concentrically arranged Schwann cell pro-
cesses around a normal or thinly myelinated fibre, extremely
large atypical OB formations and ‘burnt-out’ OB formations
without central axons (Fig. 2D and E). Some of these large atyp-
ical OB formations had no central myelinated fibres and showed
inner Schwann cell processes with an irregular branching shape

Figure2. Moresevere clinicalpicture in the JPH1p.R213P and GDAP1p.R120W doublecarrier. (A) Pedigreeof the fCMT-408family.All the affected individuals harbour
the GDAP1 p.R120W mutation, whereas the proband carries both GDAP1 p.R120W and JPH1 p.R213P mutations. (B) Schematic representation of the JPH1 protein;
locations of the JPH1p.R213P and JPH1p.D624H variants are indicated with arrows. This figure was produced using ServierMedical Art (http://www.servier.com/
serviermedical-art/powerpoint-image-bank). (C) Muscle MRI of the calf muscles of the II:4 and III:1 patients, showing fatty substitution only in the proband. (D–
F) Neuropathological findings of the sural nerve biopsy of the proband. (D) Semi-thin transverse sections stained with toluidine blue showing a severe reduction of
myelinated fibres, inappropriately thinly large myelinated fibres, numerous classic OB formations (arrows) and several large atypical OBs (arrowheads) without
axons (×100). (E and F) Electron microscopy: (E upper) classic OB with multiple layers of concentric Schwann cell cytoplasmic processes surrounding a normal mye-
linated axon. (E lower) Atypical OB with inner irregular interdigitating and branching Schwann cell processes (arrow). Scale bar represents 10 mm. (F) Myelinated
axons with focal aggregates of abnormal irregular mitochondria showing swelling, vacuolar degeneration and crest disruption (arrowhead). Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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instead of a typical concentric arrangement (Fig. 2E). Small
pseudo-OBs with only one or two layers of Schwann cell pro-
cesses surrounding a single axon or regenerative clusters were
also recognized; however, no basal lamina or perineural cell
pseudo-OBs were observed. Despite this predominantly hyper-
trophic pattern, regenerative clusters of small axons were also
identified in several fascicles. Signs of acute axonal degener-
ation were absent. The electron microscopy analysis indicated
that myelin compaction was normal, and no folding or thicken-
ing in the myelin sheaths was observed. In some axons, clusters
of abnormal swollen mitochondria with no discernible crests and
focal microtubule rarefaction were also evident (Fig. 2F).

In short, the proband presents with a moderate clinical picture
that is very different compared with the phenotype described in
her relatives who are carriers of the GDAP1 p.R120W and are
almost asymptomatic. In addition, relatives who only harbour
the JPH1 p.R213P mutation do not present any neurological
symptoms; therefore, JPH1 p.R213P is not sufficient to cause
neurological symptoms.

JPH1 restores the GDAP1 deficiency in KD cells

GDAP1 depletion in SH-SY5Y cells results in a significant de-
crease in SOCE activity and thapsigargin (TG)-induced Ca2+

release. This defect is associated with improper distribution of
mitochondria producing Ca2+ inactivation of store-operated
Ca2+ (SOC) channels due to Ca2+buffering failures (12). In add-
ition, reduced JPH1 protein levels are also related to a defective
SOCE caused by failures in SOC channel formation in junction
membrane structures (17,18). To investigate whether JPH1 and
GDAP1 play a role in the same process, we overexpressed JPH1
in the control SH-SY5Y cell line and in the GDAP1-silenced
SH-SY5Y cell line (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2A). We
showed that the expression of JPH1 and JPH1p.D624H in control
cells does not alter resting Ca2+, whereas the expression of
JPH1p.R213P decreases basal cytosolic Ca2+ (Fig. 3A). Because
of this finding, all values were normalized to the basal ratio to
compare the response of the investigated JPH1forms.The overex-
pression of wild-type (WT) ormutated JPH1does not produce sig-
nificant alterations in control cells, either in TG-induced Ca2+

release or in SOCE amplitude (Fig. 3B), suggesting that these mis-
sense variants themselves do not cause physiological alterations.
Surprisingly, when we express JPH1 in GDAP1-silenced cells,

SOCE activity is restored and increases the TG-induced Ca2+

release and the SOCE amplitude (Fig. 3C), as observed by
GDAP1 overexpression. In contrast, JPH1p.R213P cannot restore
the SOCE activity, whereas JPH1p.D624H has an effect similar to
JPH1(Fig.3C). Insummary, JPH1isable to restore SOCEactivity
in the absence of GDAP1, suggesting that the function of both pro-
teins is closely related. Nevertheless, JPH1p.R213P alone cannot
restore SOCE activity; therefore, JPH1p.R213P seems to require
GDAP1 to correctly function.

To investigate the effect of reduced SOCE activity in GDAP1
KD cells expressing JPH1 constructs, we used ionomycin, which
is a Ca2+ ionophore that depletes the ER-Ca2+ stores by either dir-
ectly transporting ions or functioning as an ion channel, producing
total discharge of Ca2+ from the ER and other minor stores. As
shown in Figure 3D, chronic silencing of GDAP1 produces a sig-
nificant reduction in the cell’s total Ca2+ content compared with
SH-SY5Y control cells. JPH1 and JPH1p.D624H expression
restores the Ca2+ content at the control cell level. This effect is
consistent with the previously described role of JPHs in control-
ling Ca2+ homeostasis (17). In contrast, neither JPH1p.R213P nor
GDAP1 expression can restore the Ca2+ content, suggesting
thatbothproteins have aclose functionbut not in thesameprocess.

GDAP1 depletion affects proper mitochondrial network distri-
bution and leads to impairment of the SOCE process in SH-SY5Y
cells (12).Thus, toexplorewhether the rescueof SOCEbyJPH1is
dependent of mitochondria, we measured SOCE activity after
JPH1 overexpression in the presence of the mitochondrial func-
tion blockers antimycin A/oligomycin. As shown in Figure 3E,
the presence of mitochondrial blockers produced severe inactiva-
tion of SOCE in control cells. Surprisingly, SOCE activity in
JPH1-overexpressing cells was no longer inhibited by mitochon-
drial blockers, indicating that the restoration of SOCE activity by
JPH1 in GDAP1 deficient cells is not related to the recovery of
mitochondrial distribution/function. In summary, we confirmed
that JPH1 recovers SOCE activity in cells lacking GDAP1 by a
non-mitochondrial mechanism.

JPH1 is in both ER and mitochondrial-associated
membranes

Because we have previously observed that JPH1p.R213P cannot
restore the SOCE response in the absence of GDAP1 (Fig. 3C),
we investigated the relation between JPH1 and mitochondria

Table 1. Clinical data for the fCMT-408 family

Patient Onset/age
at exam
(years)

CMTNS2 Ankle
DF

Ankle
PF

Toe
flexion

Heel/
toe walk

Kneejerk Anklejerk Foot
deformity

Pinprick
sensory loss

Vibration
sensory loss

Propioceptive
sensory loss

II:1 2/53 2 5 5 5 N/N ++ ++ No N N N
II:2 45/52 1 5 5 5 N/N ++ ++ High arches,

claw toes
N N N

II:3 2/49 0 5 5 5 N/N ++ ++ No N N N
II:4 2/56 3 5 5 5 N/N ++ + Claw toes Ankle Ankle N
II:5 2/54 0 5 5 5 N/N ++ ++ No N N N
III:1 15/29 9 5 4 4 N/I 2 2 High arches,

claw toes
Distal legs Ankle Ankle

III:2 2/25 0 5 5 5 N/N ++ ++ No N N N

CMTNS2, Charcot–Marie–Tooth neuropathy score 2; DF, dorsal flexion; I, impossible; N, normal, PF, plantar flexion.
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and the exact cellular location of JPH1. We overexpress
JPH1::GFP in SH-SY5Y control cells (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S2B) and, along with some patches in lysosomes (LAMP1)
and in the Golgi apparatus (b-COP), we observed that JPH1
primarily colocalizes with the ER marker GRP94 (Fig. 4A).
Moreover, JPH1 partially colocalizes with mitochondria, likely cor-
responding to mitochondria-associated membrane (MAM) contact
points (Fig. 4A). The same localization in the ER can be observed
when the experiment is performed with JPH1p.R213P and
JPH1p.D624H (Fig. 4B); therefore, neither of these mutations
alters the proper localization of the mutant proteins.

Because GDAP1 has been previously described as a protein
placed at MAMs (12) and JPH1 colocalizes in some patches
with mitochondria, next, we searched for the specific locations
of JPH1andGDAP1inspecificorganellesandmembranes.Differ-
ential centrifugation was performed to separately obtain ER, crude
mitochondria, pure mitochondria and MAMs. Shared localization
of JPH1 and GDAP1 in the MAMs compartment (Fig. 4C) sug-
gests that both proteins may play a role in mitochondria–ER
function.

JPH1 colocalizes with STIM1 during ER-Ca21 release

ER-Ca2+ store depletion activates SOCE through a distinctive
rearrangement of STIM1 and Orai1; STIM1 oligomerizes and
migrates to the ER–PM junctions (25), and Orai1 is accumulated
at PM sites directly opposite STIM1 (26,27). During ER-Ca2+

release, mitochondria alter their morphology and relocate near
subplasmalemmal sites, where mitochondria play a key role in
maintaining sustained SOCE and adequate ER refilling by regu-
lating Ca2+fluxes within the cell (28). We performed colocaliza-
tion experiments with the JPH1-CFP construct expressed in
SH-SY5Y cells using the markers STIM1-YFP and Cyt c.
Under resting conditions, we observed that all forms of JPH1
colocalize with STIM1. All these proteins present a reticular
and diffuse expression pattern corresponding to an ER pattern
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S3A). After TG induction, STIM1
forms puncta and colocalizes with Orai1 (Supplementary Mater-
ial, Fig. S3B), and JPH1 also forms puncta and colocalizes with
STIM1(Fig.4D).BothJPH1p.R213P andJPH1p.D624H donotgreatly
alter this pattern. To better understand the relation among these
three components of the SOCE mechanism, we quantified the
colocalization between JPH1 and STIM1 and between JPH1 and
mitochondria using the Manders’ colocalization index. As
shown in Figure 4E, no difference is observed in the colocalization
between the JPH1 constructs and STIM1 after TG induction. The
decrease in JPH1 and STIM1 colocalization between both condi-
tions can be the consequence of STIM1 migration and oligomer-
ization to ER–PM puncta. This effect was also observed for the
two mutant proteins. In contrast, TG-induced Ca2+ depletion sig-
nificantly reduces the colocalization between either JPH1 or
JPH1p.D624H and mitochondria (Fig. 4F). However, this decrease
is less obvious for JPH1p.R213P, likely due to difficulties in the
oligomerization (Fig. 4D, middle panel).

Colocalization of JPH1p.R213P with STIM1 during
ER-Ca21 release is dependent on GDAP1

Previous results have demonstrated that JPH1p.R213P overexpres-
sion cannot restore SOCE activity in GDAP1-silenced cellsT
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(Fig. 3C) and that JPH1 colocalizes with STIM1 (Fig. 4D), sug-
gesting a role for JPH1 in ER–PM sites. To explore whether the
JPH1 function is modified by GDAP1, we performed identical
studies in GDAP1-silenced cells. First, we confirmed that the colo-
calization of STIM1 and Orai1 is also present in GDAP1 KD cells
and that STIM1 formspunctaafter TG-induced Ca2+ release (Sup-
plementary Material, Fig. S4A), which is consistent with a previ-
ous report demonstrating that reduced SOCE in GDAP1 KD
cells is associated with a mitochondrial defect (12). JPH1 coloca-
lizes with STIM1 in GDAP1-depleted resting cells (data not

shown), as observed in SH-SY5Y cells (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S3A). ER-Ca2+ release after TG treatment in GDAP1 KD
cells enhance oligomerization of STIM1, JPH1 (Fig. 5A) and
JPH1p.D624H (Fig. 5B). Surprisingly, JPH1p.R213P expression in
GDAP1-depleted cells shows defects in STIM1 oligomerization
and prevents JPH1 migration with STIM1 (Fig. 5C). As expected,
this defect is rescued when GDAP1 is expressed (Fig. 5D). These
observationsaresupportedby thequantificationresultsof thecolo-
calization of JPH1 and JPH1 mutant forms with STIM1
(Fig. 5E). Only JPH1p.R213P presents a significant decrease in

Figure 3. JPH1 recovers the SOCE deficiency of the GDAP1 KD cell line, whereas the JPH1pR213P mutation fails to rescue this deficiency. (A) Analysis of basal
cytosolic Ca2+ measured in SH-SY5Y control cell line loaded with Fura-2 and expressing pCAGIG bicistronic plasmid overexpressing JPH1, JPH1p.D624H and
JPH1p.R213P. (B) Normalized Fura-2 traces in the SH-SY5Y control cell line and (C) in the GDAP1 KD cells. ER-Ca2+ release was induced by adding 5 mM TG
before addition of 2 mM CaCl2 to induce SOCE. To evaluate the effect of JPH1 and mutated forms, the TG-induced Ca2+ release and SOCE amplitude were quantified.
(D) Comparison of ER-Ca2+ content by measuring ionomycin-induced Ca2+ release in the SH-SY5Y cell line or in the GDAP1 KD cell line overexpressing the indi-
cated plasmids. Total discharge of Ca2+ from the ER and from other minor stores was induced by adding 5 mM ionomycin. The effect of JPH1 and mutated forms was
evaluated by quantifying the ionomycin-induced Ca2+ release and the area under the curve. (E) SOCE analysis, measured by comparing SOCE amplitudes, in the
SH-SY5Y control cell line or in the GDAP1 KD cells overexpressing JPH1 in the presence of the mitochondrial function blockers antimycin A (5 mg/ml) and oligo-
mycin (0.5 mg/ml). One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparison test: ∗P , 0.05; ∗∗P , 0.01; ∗∗∗P , 0.001. Error bars represent the SEM.
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Figure 4. JPH1 is in the ER and MAMs and colocalizes with STIM1 during ER-Ca2+ release. (A) Immunofluorescence of the SH-SY5Y cell line overexpressing
GFP-tagged WT JPH1 and (B) JPH1p.R213P or JPH1p.D624H to study the subcellular distribution of JPH1 forms. GRP94 was used as an ER marker, LAMP1 as a lyso-
somal marker, Cyt c as a mitochondrial marker andb-COP as a Golgi marker. GFP-tagged proteins are represented with green signals, whereas the subcellular markers
are represented with red signals. An enlargement of the boxed region in the merge images is also shown. Scale bar represents 10 mm. (C) WB of MAMs obtained from
mouse brains, showing the presence of Jph1 in the MAM fraction. FACL-4 was used as the MAM marker. (D) Immunofluorescence of the SH-SY5Y control cell line
overexpressing CFP-tagged WT or mutated JPH1 (green signal) and STIM1-YFP (red signal) after ER-Ca2+ release. Cyt c was used as a mitochondrial marker (blue
signal). ER-Ca2+ release was induced by adding 5 mM TG in 30 mM D-glucose Ca2+-free HEPES-buffered controlled salt solution (HCSS) buffer for 10 min before
fixation. An enlargement of the boxed region in the merge images is also shown. Scale bar represents 10 mm. (E and F) Quantification of the colocalization measured by
Manders’ coefficient. (E) Colocalization between JPH1 versus STIM1 and (F) JPH1 versus mitochondria under resting conditions (black bars) or TG-induced con-
ditions (white bars). One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparison test: ∗P , 0.05; ∗∗P , 0.01; ∗∗∗P , 0.001. Error bars represent the SEM.
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the colocalization with STIM1 compared with JPH1, which is
evidently restored in the presence of GDAP1. In addition, the
limited response of JPH1p.R213P after TG-induction is also

evident in the colocalization with the ER, supporting a defect
in JPH1p.R213P migration in GDAP1 KD cells (Supplementary
Material, Fig. S4B). The different colocalization pattern of

Figure 5. Oligomerization of JPH1p.R213P during ER-Ca2+ release is dependent on GDAP1. (A) Immunofluorescence of GDAP1 KD cells overexpressing
STIM1-YFP (red signal) and CFP-tagged WT JPH1, (B) JPH1p.D624H or (C) JPH1p.R213P forms (green signal) after TG-induced Ca2+ release. Cyt c was used as a
mitochondrial marker (blue signal). (D) Immunofluorescence of GDAP1 KD cells overexpressing CFP-tagged JPH1R213P (green signal), STIM1-YFP (red signal)
and GDAP1-myc (blue signal) during TG-induced Ca2+ release. ER-Ca2+ release was induced by adding 5 mM TG in 30 mM D-glucose Ca2+-free HCSS buffer
for 10 min before fixation. For the B, C and D, two different representative images are shown. An enlargement of the boxed region in the merge images is also
shown. Scale bar represents 10 mm. (E) Quantification of the colocalization measured by Manders’ coefficient between the different forms of JPH1 and STIM1 in
GDAP1 KD cells under resting (black bar) or TG-induced conditions (white bar). Colocalization between JPH1p.R213P and STIM1::YFP was recovered after over-
expression of GDAP1::myc. (F) Colocalization between mitochondria and JPH1p.R213P in SH-SY5Y cells, in GDAP1 KD cells and in GDAP1 KD cells overexpressing
GDAP1. T-tests were used to compare between pairs in resting and induced conditions: ∗P , 0.05; ∗∗P , 0.01; ∗∗∗P , 0.001. Error bars represent the SEM.
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JPH1p.R213P with STIM1 could explain why the overexpression
of JPH1p.R213P in GDAP1 KD cells does not recover SOCE activ-
ity as JPH1 and JPH1p.D624H do. To confirm this JPH1 migration
defect, we analysed the colocalization of mitochondria and JPH1.
As shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S5A, after ER-Ca2+

depletion, JPH1 decreases colocalization with mitochondria in
control cells due to its capacity to relocate with STIM1 in PM
sites, but in contrast, in GDAP1 KD cells, we cannot observe
changes in the level of colocalization of JPH1p.R213P (Fig. 5F).
GDAP1 expression recovers the observed shift between JPH1
and mitochondria in SH-SY5Y cells. Thus, in the absence of
GDAP1, JPH1p.R213P loses the proper localization, and the
JPH1-STIM1 colocalization in ER–PM puncta structures is
recovered when GDAP1 is present. To determine whether this re-
covery is due to a physical interaction between both proteins, we
performed coimmunoprecipitation (CoIP) assays of the WT and
mutated JPH1 forms and GDAP1 in basal and TG-induced con-
ditions. The results were negative in all the cases (Supplemen-
tary Material, Fig. S5B). The exact mechanism by which JPH1
localization is modified by GDAP1 remains elusive.

GDAP1p.R120W retains JPH1 in mitochondria

Previous findings revealed that JPH1-STIM1 colocalization in
ER–PM puncta structures is GDAP1-dependent. To determine
how GDAP1p.R120W could affect protein localization, we per-
formed colocalization studies of the JPH1-CFP construct expressed
in GDAP1 KD cells with STIM1-YFP and GDAP1p.R120W con-
structs in resting conditions and after ER-Ca2+ release. The expres-
sion patterns of JPH1 and STIM1 under both conditions are quite
similar for the WT and mutated forms of JPH1, although there is
a fraction of JPH1 that clearly colocalizes with mitochondrial
GDAP1p.R120W, and STIM1 seems to previously be in puncta struc-
tures (Fig. 6A). The depletion of ER-Ca2+ contents shows the
increase in STIM1 oligomerization in puncta structures, whereas
JPH1 colocalizes with mitochondrial GDAP1p.R120W (Fig. 6B).
However, JPH1andJPH1p.D624H shareasimilarpattern.Thesefind-
ings are corroborated by the quantification estimated by Manders’
coefficient. As shown in Figure 6D and as we previously observed
in SH-SY5Y control cells (Fig. 4D and E), depletion of ER-Ca2+

leads to a decrease of colocalization of JPH1 and STIM1 most
likely due to STIM1 migration and oligomerization to ER–PM
site. When GDAP1p.R120W is included, the colocalization
index of JPH1 and STIM1 is lower and similar for the WT and
the mutated forms of JPH1 under both resting and TG-induced
conditions. However, under resting conditions, STIM1 also
appears in puncta structures, suggesting a defect produced by
the presence of the GDAP1 mutation. In GDAP1 KD cells
expressing GDAP1p.R120W, the colocalization index for JPH1
and mitochondria is notably stronger for JPH1p.R213P compared
with controls in resting conditions (Fig. 6D). After TG induction,
mitochondria-JPH1 colocalization increases for the three inves-
tigated JPH1 variants: GDAP1p.R120W causes the three JPH1
forms to be retained in mitochondria. In control cells, JPH1
and STIM1 are placed in ER–PM puncta structures (Fig. 4D),
where JPH1 would stabilize the structure to allow SOCE activ-
ity. Thus, the coexistence of GDAP1p.R120W and JPH1p.R213P

would prevent the proper functioning of JPH1 because JPH1
remains retained in mitochondria. To better clarify JPH1 and
GDAP1p.R120W expression patterns, we performed additional

colocalization studies using markers for mitochondria and ER.
JPH1 strongly colocalizes with the ER and mitochondria (Supple-
mentary Material, Fig. S6). Taken together, the colocalization of
GDAP1p.R120W with JPH1p.R213P is much more remarkable com-
pared with either JPH1 or JPH1p.D624H. Once again, the presence
of JPH1 in mitochondria cannot be explained by interaction
between JPH1s and GDAP1p.R120W (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S5C).

GDAP1p.R120W together with JPH1p.R213P inhibits SOCE
activity

In the presence of GDAP1, both WT and mutated JPH1 work
properly (Fig. 3B). In contrast, JPH1 or GDAP1 overexpression
in GDAP1-silenced cells restores SOCE activity; however, this
restoration does not occur for JPH1p.R213P (Fig. 3C). Because
GDAP1p.R120W seems to retain JPH1 in mitochondria, the next
step was to clarify the effect of the combination of GDAP1p.R120W

and JPH1 on Ca2+ homeostasis. Because both mutations are het-
erozygous in the proband, we hypothesize that the most reliable
method to simulate this effect in our cell models was to use the
control cell line to overexpress these protein variants. We
cotransfected SH-SY5Y cells with the bicistronic plasmid
pCAGIG carrying the JPH1 forms and a construct of GDAP1
and GDAP1p.R120W fused to mCherry in the N-terminus. The
analysis of resting Ca2+ levels show that only the overexpression
of both mutations, JPH1p.R213P and GDAP1p.R120W, produces a
significant increase in Fura-2 fluorescence (Fig. 7A), suggesting
a previous defect in Ca2+ management. The analysis of SOCE
dynamics showed interesting results. In Figure 7B, we confirm
that the overexpression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) and
GDAP1 or GDAP1p.R120W fused to mCherry has no effect on
SOCE activity compared with both empty vectors and with the
combination of JPH1 and GDAP1. In contrast, when we overex-
press JPH1 and GDAP1p.R120W, SOCE activity is lower than in
JPH1p.R213P and GDAP1 (Fig. 7C). JPH1p.R213P, together with
GDAP1p.R120W, produces an even lower SOCE activity com-
pared with JPH1 and GDAP1p.R120W. The quantification of the
SOCE amplitude confirms these observations (Fig. 7D). Thus,
it seems that both proteins affect SOCE activity and Ca2+ man-
agement and that mutations in both could modify the phenotype
of cell lines. This SOCE defect is also observed in cells lacking
GDAP1 when both mutations are introduced (Supplementary
Material, Fig. S7).

DISCUSSION

The clinical manifestations of the forms caused by GDAP1 muta-
tions transmitted in an autosomal dominant manner usually show
relevant variable expression (6,7). Modifier genes that affect
disease severity have been reported for several disorders (29–
33) and also systematic analyses of CMT genes have revealed iso-
lated patients who presented a more severe clinical picture
because these patients carry mutations in more than one CMT
gene(34–37).We have investigatedJPH1as a candidatemodifier
gene of GDAP1 biology because both genes lie close on the same
chromosome and are functionally related.

Non-random gene order has been observed in eukaryotic
species. It seems likely that conserved organization, which
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Figure 6. The dominant mutation GDAP1p.R120W produces JPH1 sequestration in mitochondria during ER-Ca2+ release. (A) Immunofluorescence of GDAP1 KD
cells overexpressing CFP-tagged JPH1 WT, JPH1p.R213P or JPH1p.D624H (green signal), STIM1-YFP (red signal) and myc-tagged GDAP1p.R120W (blue signal)
under resting conditions or (B) after TG-induced conditions. ER-Ca2+ release was induced by adding 5 mM TG in 30 mM D-glucose Ca2+-free HCSS buffer for
10 min before fixation. An enlargement of the boxed region in the merge images is also shown. Scale bar represents 10 mm. (C) Quantification of the colocalization
measured by Manders’coefficient between JPH1 and STIM1 and (D) JPH1 and mitochondria under resting conditions (black bars) or TG-induced conditions
(white bars).
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refers to genomic position, gene orientation and intergenic
distance, may be due to functional relatedness and/or to
coordinated expression (19). Using comparative genomics, we
established that the JPH1-GDAP1 and JPH2-GDAP1L1
blocks constitute a highly conserved paralogon in vertebrates.
A common evolutionary origin has been postulated for the
GDAP1-class genes, suggesting that these genes may have origi-
nated extremely early in eukaryotes (8), whereas the GDAP1L1
arose by gene duplication in the vertebrate lineage. In the same
manner, JPHs are highly evolutionarily conserved, and the diver-
gence of JPH into four genes occurred before vertebrates arose
(24). The genes that are functionally related, such as participat-
ing in the same pathway, tend to be clustered in eukaryotic
genomes (22). GDAP1, JPH1 and JPH2 play roles in Ca2+

homeostasis, and the suppression of these genes leads to abnor-
mal SOCE processes (12,17). The function of GDAP1L1
remains elusive. In Gdap12/2 mice, GDAP1 has been related
to the redox response, and GDAP1L1 has been proposed to com-
pensate for the loss of GDAP1 in the central nervous system (38).
However, the possible implication of GDADP1L1 in Ca2+

metabolism has never been documented.
To identify modifiers of disease severity, those families with

dominant GDAP1 mutations are of particular interest, as
shown by the fact that these patients display incomplete pene-
trance, suggesting that certain carriers develop neurological
signs, whereas other carriers reveal minor symptoms after clin-
ical examination (6,7). Thus far, the most frequent dominant mu-
tation detected in the GDAP1 gene is the p.R120W amino acid
change, which is relatively common in Spanish CMT patients
and for which a founder effect has been postulated in Spanish
population (6,39). In the three investigated families, the
GDAP1 p.R120W mutation and JPH1 mutations are in trans.
Clinical features of fCMT-213 and fCMT-214 families have
been previously described by Sivera et al. (6). In both families,
patients with the JPH1 p.D624H mutation, in addition to the
GDAP1 p.R120W mutation, have been detected. The clinical
divergence observed in fCMT-213 and fCMT-214 families
cannot be understood by the influence of the JPH1 p.D624H mu-
tation, which was predicted as a benign polymorphism and, as we
havedemonstrated in thiswork,doesnotalter the functionofJPH1.
These data suggest that the JPH1 gene cannot be the only modula-
tor of the disease phenotype in GDAP1-related neuropathies.

The proband from the fCMT-408 family is a carrier of the
GDAP1 p.R120W mutation inherited from her father, who is a
CMT patient, and of the JPH1 p.R213P mutation transmitted
from her mother, who is a healthy woman. The entire coding
regions of the MFN2, HSP22 and HSP27 genes were analysed
in the proband’s DNA, and no mutation was found (data not
shown). She suffers from a more severe clinical condition com-
pared with her father and her uncles, who are carriers of the
GDAP1 p.R120W mutation. The proband showed a well-defined
sensory motor polyneuropathy, whereas the proband’s father (ID
no. II:4) and his two brothers (ID no. II:1 and II:2) are mildly
affected. The almost exclusive affectation of posterior calf
muscles in the proband is an intriguing feature. Our other patients
with the p.R120W mutation (previously described by Sivera
et al. (6)) presented a similar grade of weakness on the anterior
and posterior calf muscles; however, these patients were older

Figure 7. SOCE is blocked by the combination of GDAP1p.R120W and
JPH1p.R213P. (A) Analysis of basal cytosolic Ca2+ in SH-SY5Y cells overexpres-
sing the bicistronic pCAGIG plasmid carrying the WT JPH1 or JPH1p.R213P and
mCherry-tagged construct of WT GDAP1or GDAP1p.R120W revealed a signifi-
cant increase when JPH1p.R213P and GDAP1p.R120W are coexpressed. (B) Ana-
lysis of SOCE combining the pCAGIG empty vector with the mCherry empty
vector, mCherry-tagged WT GDAP1 or GDAP1p.R120W showed no effect in
SOCE amplitude. (C) Analysis of SOCE combining WT JPH1 or JPH1p.R213P

with WT GDAP1 or GDAP1p.R120W showed the lowest SOCE response when
JPH1p.R213P and GDAP1p.R120W are coexpressed. ER-Ca2+ release was
induced by adding 5 mM TG before the addition of 2 mM CaCl2 to induce
SOCE. (D) Comparison of SOCE amplitudes from SOCE analysis (B and C).
One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparison test: ∗P , 0.05; ∗∗P , 0.01;
∗∗∗P , 0.001. Error bars represent the SEM.
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than this patient, and in two of these patients with a milder pheno-
type, the MRI showed fatty infiltration only in the superficial
posterior calf compartment. These features suggest that weak-
ness might start on posterior muscles of the calves in the
GDAP1 p.R120W patients in contrast to most of CMT patients,
who show an earlier and frequent ankle dorsiflexion weakness.

Sural nerve biopsy of the proband presents hypomyelinated
axons and significant hypertrophic changes with frequent OB
formations, which would correspond to a demyelinating phe-
nomenon although the nerve conduction velocities are clearly
in the axonal range. Demyelinating, hypertrophic and axonal
features have been described in patients with axonal mitochon-
drial neuropathies, including GDAP1 cases (40,41). In previous
GDAP1 cases, OB formations were quantitatively less frequent
and primarily related to regenerating clusters (6) whereas in this
case, the hypertrophic changes were extremely prominent and
diffuse. We have observed typical OBs that displayed up to
three concentrically arranged Schwann cell processes around a
central hypomyelinated axon. Nevertheless, these OBs differ
from the classic OBs described in demyelinating CMT in the
thickness and number of these cell processes. Taken together,
these findings reinforce the previously reported data and
broaden the spectrum of neuropathological findings described
in patients with the GDAP1 p.R120W mutation.

The characterization of JPH1 nucleotide variants in carriers of
the GDAP1 p.R120W led us to investigate whether JPH1 could
be a modifier of GDAP1 because both proteins are linked to Ca2+

homeostasis. GDAP1 is primarily expressed in neurons (10,11),
whereas JPH1 is predominantly expressed in skeletal muscle
(13). We have corroborated JPH1 expression in skeletal
muscle and cells and demonstrated its expression in neuronal
tissues and cells. These findings allowed us to place both proteins
in the same tissues, which is essential if JPH1 and GDAP1 inter-
act with each other in some way. The depletion of GDAP1 in
SH-SY5Y cells results in decreased SOCE activity (12), and
JPH1 expression silencing in vitro also decreased SOCE activity
(17). The slight differences observed for JPH1p.R213P in the basal
cytosolic Ca2+ in control cells may not be relevant, because we
have shown that JPH1, JPH1p.D624H and JPH1p.R213P present
normal SOCE activity in SH-SY5Y cells. Although in GDAP1
KD cells, only JPH1 and JPH1p.D624H can restore SOCE activity,
suggesting that p.R213P alters the proper function of JPH1 in the
absence of GDAP1. Furthermore, when a total discharge of Ca2+

from the ER and other minor stores is caused by ionomycin in
cells lacking GDAP1, then the Ca2+ content cannot be restored
with the expression of JPH1p.R213P or GDAP1. This finding con-
firms that JPH1p.R213P would require GDAP1 to properly func-
tion and would indicate that JPH1 and GDAP1 function in
different processes. In fact, the role of GDAP1 in SOCE activity
is related to mitochondrial relocation after ER-Ca2+ release (12),
and we have observed that the restoration of SOCE activity by
JPH1 is not associated with a mitochondrial buffer capacity
related to mitochondria relocation because SOCE activity in
JPH1-overexpressing cells was no longer inhibited by mitochon-
drial blockers. Thus, the role of JPH1 has been associated with
stabilizing SOC channels directly related to refill the ER after
SOCE (13,17). JPH1 knock-out (KO) myotubes present a
notable reduction in SOCE presumably caused by physical alter-
ation of SR and T-tubule junctions (42). In an identical manner,
the disruption of Ca2+ homeostasis has been associated with

altered cross talk among Ca2+ channels on the T-tubule and
SR membranes in the JPH2p.S165F-expressing skeletal myotubes
(43) and with ultrastructural defects of the ER and mitochondria
in cardiac myocytes from JPH2 KO embryos (13). In summary,
JPH1 could act as a structural protein at ER–PM sites during
SOCE, and an anomalous JPH1 could abolish SOCE due to the
instability of these contact sites.

GDAP1 is an outer mitochondrial membrane protein, whereas
JPH1 is primarily at the ER; however, in addition, we have estab-
lished that both proteins share localization in MAMs, which
consist of the ER and become reversibly tethered to mitochon-
dria. These structures are crucial to the proper function of the
cell, playing roles in not only lipid metabolism, ER–mitochon-
dria Ca2+fluxes and peroxisome formation but also regulation of
the morphology, dynamics and functions of mitochondria (44).
Mitochondria are strategically close to the ER and, thereby,
are exposed to a high local [Ca2+] during the Ca2+ release
process. MFN2, which is enriched at MAMs, bridges mitochon-
dria to the ER and forms a juxtaposition required for efficient
mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake (45,46). Mfn2 silencing in mice
fibroblasts disrupts SR morphology, and the efficiency of mito-
chondrial function is reduced (47). Silencing of JPH2 in embry-
onic stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes causes an abnormal Ca2+

transient, and the juxtaposition of mitochondria with SR is
destroyed (48). Increasing evidence emphasizes that MAMs
are essential for intercommunications during Ca2+ signalling
because these structures provide a physical basis (46,49,50).

Our findings indicated that JPH1 forms puncta and colocalizes
with STIM1, which is the activator of SOCE, during ER-Ca2+

release. STIM1 oligomerizes, migrates to the ER–PM junctions
(25,51,52) and colocalizes with Orai1, which is accumulated at PM
sites directly opposite STIM1 (26,27). However, JPH1p.R213P seems
tohavesomeproblemsinoligomerization incontrolcellsandduring
ER-Ca2+ release, JPH1p.R213P loses the proper JPH1-STIM1 colo-
calization in ER–PM puncta structures and shows a higher coloca-
lization with mitochondria in GDAP1 KD cells, suggesting that a
defect in STIM1 oligomerization and migration exists. When
GDAP1 is included, the expected pattern is restored, emphasizing
that JPH1 activity is GDAP1-dependent. We demonstrated that
GDAP1 does not physically interact with JPH1. How GDAP1 is
able to modify the JPH1 pattern remains unknown.

The dependence on GDAP1 was more evident with
GDAP1p.R120W. The colocalization of JPH1 with STIM1 is prac-
tically identical under resting conditions or during ER-Ca2+

release in the presence of GDAP1p.R120W; STIM1 also seems
to be more aggregated. In contrast, JPH1p.R213P colocalization
with mitochondria is increased under resting conditions, and
GDAP1p.R120W retains the WT and mutated JPH1 forms in mito-
chondria during ER-Ca2+ release. The sustained retention of
JPH1p.R213P in mitochondria in the presence of GDAP1p.R120W

must prevent the proper function of JPH1, and in fact, the
lowest SOCE activity was obtained when GDAP1p.R120W and
JPH1p.R213P coexisted. GDAP1 functions in mitochondria
relocation because mitochondria must be strategically localized
near the PM in the proximity of SOCE channels to allow
SOCE-Ca2+ buffering by mitochondria (12,52). Mitochondria
are associated with the ER via tethers that link the outer mito-
chondrial membrane to the intracellular Ca2+ stores and that
provide a structural framework for bidirectional signalling
between the two organelles (53). Mitochondrial depolarization
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selectively regulates STIM1 multimer trafficking to the PM in a
MFN2-dependent manner, and a regulatory role for MFN2 in the
STIM1 movement has been postulated (54). It is tempting to
speculate that GDAP1 could have also a regulatory role related
to STIM1 migration, similar to MFN2. These three proteins
have closely related functions in mitochondrial dynamics. Mito-
chondrial fission and fusion cycles are required for neuronal
function, and because of these cycles, mitochondria have distinct
shapes ranging from tubular to fragmented. In STIM1 KO cells,
mitochondria are more tubular and are more densely packed,
suggesting that STIM1 is implicated in mitochondrial shape
regulation (55). GDAP1 and MFN2 have been related to mito-
chondria fission and to mitochondria fusion, respectively, and
both proteins are in the mitochondrial outer membrane (56).

The basal cytosolic Ca2+ level revealed a significant increase
when JPH1p.R213P and GDAP1p.R120W are coexpressed. The gain
of toxicity due to an increased Ca2+ influx has been widely
linked with neurodegeneration; thus, intracellular hypercalcae-
mia is a common pathway for the pathogenesis of several
diseases (57), i.e. axonal CMT neuropathies caused by mutations
in the TRPV4 gene (58). The precise mechanism by which
the coexistence of both mutations, GDAP1p.R120W and
JPH1p.R213P, worsen the SOCE response is unclear; however,
this combination resembles a GDAP1 KD phenotype. Supple-
mentary Material, Figure S8 illustrates the effect caused by the
presence of the two mutations: the proper localization of
JPH1p.R213P is altered in the presence of GDAP1p.R120W

causing a dysregulation of the Ca2+ fluxes. JPH1 has not yet
been associated with human diseases; nevertheless, aberrant
JPH1 proteolysis was identified in a murine model of muscular
dystrophy, providing an association with the development of
primary muscle disease (59). Heterozygous mutations in
GDAP1 or in the MFN2 gene cause CMT disease (5,60), and het-
erozygous mutations in both genes in one patient led to a more
severe neuropathy, suggesting cumulative effects (35). The
JPH1 p.R213P mutation alone does not result in symptoms, al-
though this variant seems to act as a negative modifier of the
GDAP1 p.R120W mutation and to lead to a more severe clinical
picture, which is closer to autosomal recessive forms of CMT
caused by mutations in GDAP1. Further work will be required
to establish the precise mechanisms involved in Ca2+ dysregula-
tion that lead to neurodegeneration and to identify additional
genetic factors that may modulate the disease phenotype to com-
pletely explain the variable clinical expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

We have investigated a clinically well characterized series of 24
patients that are carriers of the GDAP1 p.R120W (c.358C.T)
mutation and that belong to eight unrelated Spanish families,
in which the disease was inherited as an autosomal dominant
trait. Clinical pictures of five of these families have been previ-
ously described (5,6,39).

Ethics statement

All protocols performed in this study complied with the ethics
guidelines in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of

Helsinki and were approved by the institutional review boards
(IRBs) of the participating institutions. All patients and relatives
were aware of the investigative nature of the studies and gave
their consent.

Nerve biopsy

Sural nerve biopsy was performed on the proband. Semi-thin
sections stained with toluidine blue were prepared for evaluation
under a light microscope as previously described (41). Ultra-thin
cut samples were contrasted with uranyl acetate and with lead
citrate for ultrastructural study.

Genetic analysis

A search for nucleotide variants in the genomic DNA was per-
formed by Sanger sequencing of the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) products of all the coding exons and their intronic flanking
sequences in the JPH1 gene (Ref Seq: NM_020647.2) in an ABI
Prism 3130xl autoanalyser (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, USA). Primers and PCR conditions are available upon
request. Sequence-based predictions of the protein consequences
of the identified nucleotide variants were assessed using both
SIFT (61) and PolyPhen-2 (62) software.

Comparative genomics

To compare the GDAP1 and the GDAP1L1 genomic contexts, the
following representative vertebrate organisms were selected:
Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Gallus gallus, Anolis carolinensis,
Xenopus tropicalis and Danio rerio. Information concerning
predicted orthologues and genomic architecture were obtained
from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The selected ortho-
logues (Supplementary Material, Table S1 and S2) were con-
firmed by BLAST searches and by comparison with the human
GDAP1 and GDAP1L1 genomic contexts.

Constructs and mutagenesis

Human JPH1 (IMAGE 9021744) and mouse Jph1 (IMAGE
40129762) were subcloned into the bicistronic pCAGIG
plasmid (kindly provided by Dr N. Flames). Human JPH1 was
PCR amplified and subcloned into pEGFP-N1 and pECFP-C1.
The JPH1p.R213P and JPH1p.D624H variants were obtained by
PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA). The GDAP1-myc WT and p.R120W
mutant constructs were described previously by Pla-Martı́n
et al. (12). Human WT GDAP1 and GDAP1 p.R120W were
subcloned into the pCAGIG plasmid and into the pCDNA3-
mCherry plasmid (generated in this work). Human STIM1-
CFP, STIM1-YFP and Orai1-CFP plasmids were a gift from
Dr J. Satrústegui. Primers used for cloning are listed in the
Supplementary Material, Table S3, and detailed information is
available in the Supplementary Information.

Cell culture, transfection and immunofluorescence

SH-SY5Y cells were grown in DMEM-F12 (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) inactivated
foetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine and 100 mg/ml penicillin–
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streptomycin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The GDAP1 KD
G4 and pLKO.1-NT stable cell lines described by Pla-Martin
et al. (12) were maintained in supplemented DMEM-F12 plus
2 mg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). HeLa
(ECACC no. 93021013), SW10 mouse Schwann cell lines
(ATCC number CRL-2766) and human fibroblasts (kindly pro-
vided by Dr J. Torres) were grown in DMEM medium
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) supplemented with 10%
inactivated (v/v) foetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine, 100 U/
ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, USA), and for the rhabdomyosarcoma RD cell line (ECACC
no. 85111502), media were supplemented with 2% vitamins
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 2% non-essential
amino acids (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Primary
motor neuron cultures were prepared from mouse 12.5-day
embryo (E12.5) spinal cords as described previously (63).

For immunofluorescence assays, cells were seeded on glass
coverslips and transfected using FuGENE HD (Promega,
Madison, WI, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
The level of transfection was adjusted to obtain the same
amount of overexpressed protein in each experiment (Supple-
mentary Material, Fig. S2). ER-Ca2+ depletion was performed
by washing cells with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and by
adding 5 mM TG (Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel) in 30 mM

D-glucose Ca2+-free HEPES-buffered controlled salt solution
(HCSS) buffer (120 mM NaCl, 0.8 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES,
and 5.4 mM KCl, pH 7.4) for 10 min. Then, resting and
induced cells were fixed for 10 min each using 2 and 4% paraf-
ormaldehyde in PBS. Cells were permeabilized with 0.2%
Triton X-100 in PBS for 30 min at room temperature, blocked
and probed with primary antibodies. a-GRP94 (Abcam, Cam-
bridge, UK), which is an ER marker, a-Cyt c (Zymed, Invitro-
gen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), which is a mitochondrial marker,
and a-myc (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were used to
detect GDAP1 or GDAP1p.R120W transfected proteins.

Primary antibodies were detected using goat anti-mouse or
goat anti-rabbit antibodies coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 or
Alexa Fluor 633 (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA). Samples were examined using a Leica TCS SP2 confocal
system and analysed with the public domain ImageJ program
(developed by National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD,
USA).

For analysing colocalization, a representative stack of the cell
was acquired for at least 20 cells and replicated three times for
each condition. Then, images were deconvolved, automatically
thresholded and analysed using the JACoP ImageJ plugin to
obtain Manders’ coefficient (64). Manders’ coefficient measures
the portion of the signal in each channel that coincides with some
signals in the other channel.

Reverse transcriptase PCR

Total RNA from 9-month-old mouse tissues was extracted with
TriPure isolation reagent (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim,
Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total
RNAs from mouse SW10 Schwann cell lines and primary
motor neuron cultures (24 and 48 h after plating) were isolated
using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA).
cDNA was synthesized using M-MLV reverse transcriptase
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The resulting cDNA was

amplified using specific primers for the murine Jph1 (mJph1-F
caattgaaggtgcacaaagg, mJph1-R agcatcagcttttgctctgg) and the
Gapdh housekeeping gene (Gapdh-F cattgacctcaactacatgg,
Gapdh-R caaagttgtcatggatgacc). PCR products were separated
on 2% agarose gels.

Immunoblot analysis

Tissue extracts from post-natal 2-month-old mice were homoge-
nized using a polytron homogenizer in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 7.4, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100,
1 mM DTT, 50 mM NaF, 1 mM Na2VO3, 0.1 mM PMSF and pro-
tease inhibitor mixture tablets; Roche Applied Science, Mann-
heim, Germany). Cardiac and skeletal muscle tissues were
ground with a mortar in liquid nitrogen before polytron homogen-
ization. Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and sciatic nerve homoge-
nates were sonicated for 10 s on ice. Homogenates were clarified
by centrifugation at 15 000 g for 15 min at 48C. Protein concentra-
tions were determined using a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce,
Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA). All lysates were resolved
on sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) and analysed by WB with specific antibodies.

MAMs were isolated as described previously (65). Briefly,
two adult mouse brains were homogenized following differential
centrifugation steps to separate different organelles. Once mito-
chondrial fractions were obtained, a sucrose gradient was per-
formed to separate other membrane contaminations. Finally, a
Percoll gradient was used to separate mitochondria and MAMs.
Fractionsweresolubilized inSDS-PAGEbuffer for furtheranalysis
by WB.

Thefollowingantibodieswereusedfor immunoblotting:a-JPH1
(Abcam, Cambridge, UK),a-actin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA),a-FACL-4(CellSignalling,Beverly,MA,USA)asaMAMs
marker, a-Cyt c (BD Pharmingen, San José, CA, USA) as a mito-
chondrial marker and a-GDAP1 (Abnova, Taipei, Taiwan).

Measurement of [Ca21]cyt

Cytosolic Ca2+ imaging with Fura-2 was performed as described
by Ruiz et al. (66). Briefly, cells were plated onto 24 mm round
coverslips, transfected with plasmids as described previously,
loaded with Fura-2AM by incubation in 30 mM D-glucose
Ca2+-free HCSS with 5 mM Fura-2AM and 50 mM pluronic
F-127 acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 min at
378C and, finally, rinsed with HCSS and 2 mM CaCl2, for
30 min. Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected covering
single- or double-transfected cells. The fluorescence (emission ¼
510 nm) ratio of Ca2+-free (F380) to Ca2+-bound probe (F340)
was analysed using Metafluor for Leica developed by Metamorph
(Universal Imaging). Cells transfected with empty vectors were
used as controls in each condition. To compare the different pro-
teins, all values were normalized to the basal ratio.

SOCE analysis was performed using a standard protocol,
depleting ER-Ca2+ using 5 mM of TG in HCSS-Ca2+ free
media and inducing SOCE with 2 mM of CaCl2. More than 50
transfected cells were analysed in at least five independent
experiments. ER-Ca2+ content analysis was performed by indu-
cing cells with 5 mM of ionophore A23187 (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) in HCSS-Ca2+-free media with 1 mM

EGTA. To address the dependence of mitochondria in JPH1-
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overexpressed cells,we performed a standard SOCE protocol after
blockingmitochondriawithantimycinA(5 mg/ml)andoligomycin
(0.5 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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